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8 Lorong 16/7B, 46350 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia



INTRODUCTION

The GANENDRA ART HOUSE 

is a tangible symbol of  the clients’ 

commitment to innovation, 

sustainability and design. 

The space provides an inspired 

backdrop for  showcasing an 

eclectic range of  art and design 

exhibitions, education programs 

and events - creating a 

contemporary and accessible 

arena for contemporary art, and 

platform for cultural encounter. 

The building is at the forefront of  

architectural style, boasting 

effective and affordable design.
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The Ganendra Art House was

designed by award-winning

architect, Ken Yeang, as an

exhibition space that embraces

aesthetic and conceptual

distinction, in line with

contemporary art thought

espoused by the Clients. The

space presents unique green

features including a wind chimney,

bioswales and turf ramps. Not

surprisingly, it is the first space of

its kind in the region.

The Ganendra Art House also

accommodates living and work

spaces for artists and management

who live on premise.

The space was awarded a PAM

Architects Excellence Award ,

2011, and made history as the

second project to receive a final

certification from GBI under the

RNC category and sixth project

overall, in Malaysia.
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Architect - Ken Yeang/ TRHY

Project Manager - Minconsult Sdn. Bhd.

Engineer - Minconsult Sdn. Bhd.

Contractor - Hiap Leck Sdn. Bhd.
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ARCHITECT BRIEF

T. R. Hamzah & Yeang Sdn. Bhd

8, Jalan 1, Taman Sri Ukay, 68000

Tel: 603-42571966 Fax: 03-42561005

Email: trhy@trhamzahyeang.com

1. Name GANENDRA ART HOUSE

2. Clients Shalini & Dennis Ganendra

3. Location Petaling Jaya, Malaysia

4. Latitude 3⁰ 07’ 21” N, 101⁰ 38’ 19” E

5. Climate Hot Humid Tropical

6. Milestones March 2010 until Jan. 2011

7. Land Area 771.4 m² (8,303 sq.ft)

8. Floor Area 633.4 m² (6,817sq.ft)

9. Height 2 storey



10. Building Internal Area

11. General Materials

12. Design Brief

Residence & Exhibition Space

63.3 % gallery space : 4,317 sq.ft (401.1 sq.m)

36.7 % other related uses : 2,500 sq.ft (232.3 sq.m)

Exterior walls : 9 inches brickwork with plaster on both sides.

Interior walls : Cement blocks with plaster & paint on both sides.

Floor : Cement render floors

Ceiling : Refined exposed beams, skim coats, plaster board ceiling.

Roof : Onduline roof, R.C. flat roof with waterproofing

Patio : Gravel stone, cement render finish with groove line.

The Client’s brief was to provide a building that spoke to their

commitment to good design, innovation, green principles and value.

The space will be used for cultural, exhibition and residential

purposes, with an experimental building design where the comfort

cooling is provided by a downdraft vertical shaft (‘wind chimney’).

The building requires low maintenance and should age gracefully,

because of features such as raw exterior finishes, that will have

creepers growing upwards to create random patterns. The building’s

public spaces are for exhibitions, lectures and social purposes. These

spaces use clear wall spaces for hanging artwork, benefitting from

natural daylight, and a high ceiling volume.

Other spaces include; an office and study room, an artist’s studio,

storage rooms for art storage, a small open kitchen and wet kitchen,

utility room, clothes-drying area, bathrooms, and bedrooms. The

semi-outdoor patio with a built-in bar opens into a courtyard which

will serve as the backdrop for installation art. There is a segmented

area for sculpture and the front garden doubles as a parking area. A

first floor balcony faces the courtyard.
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13. Design Features Built-form Orientation
The building configuration is oriented based on the location’s solar

path north and south. The front and back of the house are aligned

while the west hot side faces the noisy main road. The generally open

layout plan and landscaped courtyard faces the east and takes into

consideration the clients’ requirements for organic interaction

between the various spaces. The central courtyard, external patios and

study room face the morning sun. Bedrooms and bathrooms face the

south. The west side has minimum window openings to reduce solar

heat gain from the west setting sun and to minimize exposure to

ambient road noise, and has a double brick wall for greater cooling

and noise insulation.

Entrance Canopy
The entrance canopy at the front driveway serves as a feature marking

the entrance to the building. The canopy is supported by a single

column. The structure provides a wider frontage to the driveway.

Courtyard and Outdoor Patio
The courtyard on the east is for outdoor activities such as alfresco

dining, outdoor film screenings and entertaining. This area also serves

as a connector-space between the building’s internal spaces and the

external landscaped areas. The courtyard is shaded from the sun in

the afternoon and has a comfortable microclimate zone within the

site. This space also accommodates a sculpture garden.

Open-to-the-Sky Bathrooms
The bathrooms have durable finishes on the walls and floors with

simple sanitary fittings. In each of the upper floor bathrooms, there is

a void with louvers above to maximize daylight and natural ventilation

and become a pleasurable ‘open-to-the sky’ shower.
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Flexible Open Plan Layout
The building essentially functions as a multi-purpose exhibition and

cultural space for showing artworks in which the primary gallery areas

have an open plan layout as flexible exhibition spaces. The down-

draft wind chimney is located within the main gallery.

Boundary Fencing and Lighting
The boundary fencing is constructed from hollow sand-bricks

without any plaster and paint finish. This raw finish is compatible

with the building’s rough external wall/ organic aesthetic. Finishes of

any kind have been eschewed wherever possible. Inserted into some

of the perimeter fencing’s block work are lighting fixtures that

provide lighting to both sides of the fence.

The Wind Chimney: Vertical Wind Shaft
The project has an innovative ‘wind chimney’ similar to the ventilating

chimneys used in the Middle-East, but not used before in Malaysia.

The shaft has 360 degree openings at top to catch wind from all

directions and is internally partitioned to channel the wind down the

shaft, with directed flow into the spaces below. The extent of wind

flow is manually controlled by operable glass louvers at the base of

the shaft. The ‘wind chimney’ is designed to function as a down-draft

shaft to channel the wind from the upper parts of the site at the roof

level channelling the external wind down the shaft to the gallery

spaces below to provide comfort cooling and natural ventilation. The

wind chimney’s openings’ orientations were initially configured based

on the prevailing wind directions from a general windrose for the

locality. Following preliminary CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

simulations of the prototype partitioned chimney design by a team

from the IIUM (International Islamic University Malaysia) under

Professor Shireen Khan, an enhanced, site specific, shaft design was

developed. Temperature analysis & airflow distribution data were

calculated from the air velocity analysis.

14. Ecological Design 

Features
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The results of these simulations and models were used to re-design

the wind chimney and to enhance its performance as a ventilating

device. Post construction measurements have been carried out to

verify the effectiveness of the device.

Landscape
The building’s footprint is kept to a minimum to provide greater land

area for planting. The greenery generally reduces the heat island effect

on the site and maximizes the potential for shading of the site. Table-

1 below illustrates the area covered by native vegetation on the site.

This exceeds the GBI criteria for indigenous planting to cover 25% or

more of the total development area.

Table - 1

The building’s vertical landscape design also creates a direct

connection between internal spaces and the external landscaping by a

continuous planter box that extends from the 1st floor balcony into

the vegetation at ground level.

Description Area (sq. ft) Area (sq.m)

Building foot print

area

3,713.5 sq.ft 345.0 sq.m

Landscape Area 4,589.7 sq.ft 426.4 sq.m

Percentage 55.3% of  landscape area
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Bioswales
Bioswales are sustainable drainage devices used here to remove silt

and pollution from surface water run-offs and to return surface water

back into the ground to recharge the groundwater and to enable the

rainfall that falls on the land to remain on the land and not drain

away. This swaled drainage course has gently sloped sides that are

typically covered with vegetation. There are four bioswales located at

the corners of the site. A connected sub-soil drainage system is

located at the courtyard, at the front driveway and at the entrance

porch to expedite the absorption of rain water back into the local

aquifer.

Cross Ventilation
In addition to the innovative wind chimney, the Ganendra Gallery

Residence maximizes cross ventilation by having openings at both

sides of the gallery, at both the ground and first floor levels. Partial

stack ventilation is incorporated at these spaces via low and high

openings in the external walls inlets, designed to be as low as possible

to provide airflow at occupant levels. The building’s shallow floor

plan facilitates natural ventilation in all areas, with windows and doors

located on opposite walls to encourage cross ventilation.

Indirect Day Lighting
Daylight to the building enters through windows, doors openings,

skylights with sun shades. The daylight factor is the ratio of indoor

light level measured on the working plane to the outdoor light level

during overcast conditions with no direct sun. For a daylight space,

the daylight level is generally uniform with no significant contrast for

better visual comfort.
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Sun Shading Devices
Shading devices are critical due to the intense solar radiation of the

tropical sun. All openings and glass windows are shaded using a

combination of horizontal and vertical sun shades. For non-glass

windows and sliding doors, insect netting is used in place of clear

glass. Other sun shade features include a deep roof overhang at the

1st floor of the balcony and large overhanging balcony at ground

floor and a roof porch at the main entrance area. These shading

features also serve to reduce glare to the internal space.

Energy Efficiency Performance
The walls are hollow bricks with double sand bricks for the west

facing external walls. The external finish of the building is light grey

cement render. This light colour further reduces heat gain by

reflecting solar radiation. The majority of the building’s windows

have minimal openings with insect netting or float glass windows.

The main sliding door openings have grills with insect netting to

enhance natural ventilation and reduce solar heat gain at all times. All

window openings and doors have vertical or horizontal concrete

sunshading slabs that extend 450mm from the wall. Since the greatest

amount of heat enters low rise buildings through the roof, 80% of

the roof is covered with Onduline roofing material (made from

cellulose bitumen) with roof insulation.

Interior Lighting
RIO LED track lighting (provided exclusively through Blco Sdn. Bhd.

in Malaysia), has been used for the interior galleries, to more

accurately reflect the detailing/colour of artworks; to create a

comfortable and elegant atmosphere; and increased energy efficiency.
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15. Green Materials

16. Green Building Index

17. Architect (project team)

20. Structural Engineers

21. M&E Engineers

22. GBI Accreditation 

Consultant

18. Interior Designer

19. Landscape Architect 

23. Main Contractor 

24. CFD Performance 

Simulation

Environmentally Benign Materials
Low volatile organic compound (VOC) paints have been used for all

internal walls. The floors have cement render finish with a groove line

patterns throughout. (There are no carpeted nor wooden floors.) No

added urea formaldehyde products, VOC adhesives or sealants were

used.

GBI Certified Building
Gallery Residence is the second project to receive a final certification

from GBI under the RNC category and sixth project overall.

T. R. Hamzah & Yeang Sdn. Bhd

Principal-in-charge : Dato’ Dr. Ken Yeang

Design Team : Andy Chong, Esther Klausen, Norain, 

Nick , Lou, Faizul

Project Architect : Ahmad Lotfy Sanusi

Minconsult Sdn. Bhd

Minconsult Sdn. Bhd

Minconsult Sdn. Bhd

Shalini Ganendra Fine Art

Shalini Ganendra Fine Art

Hiap Leck Construction & Trading (M) Sdn. Bhd

EAG Consulting Sdn. Bhd
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MINCONSULT Sdn Bhd –

STRUCTURAL DESIGN & SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 

COMMENTARY

Minconsult Sdn Bhd was the project leader for the Ganendra Art House Project with inputs from the 

Architect, T.R. Hamzah & Yeang Sdn Bhd. Minconsult was responsible for the Civil & Structural

Engineering, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering and Sustainable Design of  the Project.

Structural
To avoid massive piling works which cause noise pollution and disruptive vibration to the

surrounding neighbourhood, the building has been designed to be supported by individual pad

footings placed at suitable depths, determined at site by an experienced geotechnical Minconsult

engineer.

Reinforced concrete pad footings, columns, beams and floor slabs have been used as structural

components.

Besides provision of  the wind chimney to ventilate and cool down the room ambient temperature,

composite material manufactured from bitumen-saturated organic fibres roofing has been used.

This roofing is supported by timber purlins which in turn are supported by structural steel sections.

Other Sustainable Aspects of  Project Site Selection
With the objective of  reducing carbon footprint in mind, the Owner has identified and procured the

Project Site with an existing building at a developed resident area for re-development. This brown field

site is suitably located with the following facilities and amenities located within a 1 km radius:

· Grocery Store / Mini Market (500m radius)

· Restaurant (500m radius)

· Surau / Mosque (500m radius)

· Play Ground / Public Park (500m radius)

· Clinic (700m radius)

· School (500m radius)

· Bank (500m radius)

. Sheltered Bus Stop (250m radius).

· Community Hall (1000m radius)

· Supermarket (750m radius)

· Barber Shop (750m radius)

· Laundry (750m radius)
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Regional Materials
No imported building materials or products were used in the Project. All building materials or

products depicted below have been extracted, harvested, or recovered as well as manufactured

within 500km form the project site.

· Ready Mix Concrete

· Re-Bars

· Hollow Cement Bricks

· Air Ventilation Blocks

· Wall Tiles and Floor Tiles

· Structural Steel / Roof  Truss

· Onduline Roofing Sheets

· Trocellen Polyethylene (PE) Foam

· Glasswool Thermal Insulation

Re-cycled Materials
The re-bars and broken concrete blocks recovered from the demolishing of existing building were

retained for use in the construction hand rails and of Bio-Swale respectively.

In addition, all timber used for formworks and temporary works were re-cycled from the previous

projects undertaken by the Contractor.

Water Efficient Landscaping
All trees and shrubs used for landscaping are native plants which require no artificial irrigations.

Water Efficient Fittings
Water efficient Water Closets (2 ticks by WEL Singapore), Shower Heads, Basin Taps and Kitchen

Taps were used in the Project.

CONSTRAINTS ON THE PROJECTS

Due to strict budget specifications, and Feed In Tariff  from Renewable Energy Sources yet to be

finalized during the time of  construction, Renewable Energy from Solar Photovoltaic was not

provided for the Ganendra Art House.

· Gypsum Plaster Board

· Door Frames / Window Frames

· Glass

· Vitrified Clay Pipes

· UPVC Pipes

· HDPE Pipes

· Water Closets and Basins

· Low VOC Paint

· Timber
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BUILDING PLANS

Ground
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First
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Cross-section 1
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Cross-section 2
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Cross-section 3
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The Wind Chimney: Vertical Wind

Shaft

The project has an innovative ‘wind

chimney’ similar to the ventilating

chimneys used in the Middle-East, but not

used before in Malaysia. The shaft has 360

degree openings at top to catch wind from

all directions and is internally partitioned

to channel the wind down the shaft, with

directed flow into the spaces below. The

extent of wind flow is manually controlled

by operable glass louvers at the base of the

shaft. The ‘wind chimney’ is designed to

function as a down-draft shaft to channel

the wind from the upper parts of the site

at the roof level channelling the external

wind down the shaft to the gallery spaces

below to provide comfort cooling and

natural ventilation.

The wind chimney’s openings’ orientations were initially

configured based on the prevailing wind directions from a

general windrose for the locality. Following preliminary CFD

(Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations of the prototype

partitioned chimney design by a team from the IIUM

(International Islamic University Malaysia) under Professor

Shireen Khan, an enhanced, site specific, shaft design was

developed. Temperature analysis & airflow distribution data

were calculated from the air velocity analysis.



FURTHER 

RESOURCES

Publications:

Masterpiece, Iconic Houses by Great Contemporary 

Architects, Ed. Beth Brown, Images 

Publishing 2012

Life &Art Mix Outside KL, Wall Street 

Journal, May 14, 2012 (Digital), May 19, 

2012 (Print)

Shalini Ganendra Fine Art, China Post , 

November 5, 2011

Art of  Going Green, New Straits Times - Life 

& Times, October 1, 2011

The Living Years, Domain (Bluinc.), Issue 02 

– 2011 Green Edifices, Bazaar, August 2011

Ganendra Art House,  Wallpaper (Thailand), 

June 2011

Television:

In Realty- Hot Spots,  Astro Awani,  Channel 

501, November 2011

Malaysia Revisited – Building Greener,  History 

Channel, August - September 2011
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CONTACT

Address: 

No. 8 Lorong 16/7B, 46350 Petaling Jaya, 

Selangor, Malaysia

E: sganendra@gmail.com

T:  + 603 7932 4740   

C:  +6012 393 6669

fb:  SGA
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